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Psychologists have often noted that stereotypes are Highly resistant

to change. We maintain our generalizationsabout categories of people in

the face of numerous examples of individuals who simply don't fit those

generalizations. Early theorists argued that stereotypes are unresponsiye

to feedbackvbeCause they are irrational, an instance of cognitive processes

gone awry (Lippman, 1922). The cognitive approach to stereotypes,

represented. by this symposiut takes an alternative view--that stereotyping

is a natural colksequence of normal cognitive processes. Several

cognitively oriented researchers have suggested that stereotypes are

resistant to change because information that is incpnsistent,or incongruent

with ei stereotype is less likely tis be remembered than information that

tits, the stereotype. Since incongruent.informatioW,is not remembered, it

has _little impact-on generalliations about groups.

There is some support for this. hypo.thesis in tie literatures. on

stereotyping, person perception, and non asocial perception. For example,

recognition memory for items thatwere presented in a description of a,

,porson.is more accurate for items that are consistent with a stereotype

than for items that are inconsistent with the stereotype (Cohen, in press -;

Howard t..Rothbart, 1980f (See Hamilton, 1979, for a discussion).'.

9Hastie (1981) reviewed, both the cognitive and social psychological

literatures on'memory for information that is consistent or inconsistent

with a schema of any type, 'including a stereotype. } concluded that

effects on recognition tasks differ from thOse on free recall tasks. On

recognition tabka, information that is congruent is more likely to be

recalled, whereaa in'-fres-recall tasks, information that is incongruent is.-

more' likely to be recalled. Hastie andlCumar (1979) provided a convincing
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demonstration of superior recall for incongruent. information in social

perception.

of a stimulus

*a.

They gave subjects a list of traits said to be characteristic-
-

person, John, and then showed sentences desc'hbing several
1

behayiors of John.' Some of the behaviors were congruent with the initial

.
,

impression, -'some were incongruent, and some were neutral with .respect
...,

.to
. (. -

the initial impression. Subjects Were instru cted to Tom an
/
impression of

John. After viewing the slides, subjects Were
!

presented:with a surprise

),

free* recall task. The results revealed that ilphaviorb that were

incongrUent with the impression were more likely td be recalled than .

congruent behaviors.

,These results are puzzling fn the context,of several studies which

show that incongruent infermation'has little, impact on stereotypes and

impressions. The apparent contradiction, may be' reconciled 'if subjects

t

ighore the incongruent information believin5 that it does not provide good

evidence of the person's 'typical behavior.' One way to, discredit
.

incongruent information P-by*generating attributions for the behavior.

.Incongruent behaviors, may be attributed to situational pressures or.

temporary factors rather than seen as reflecting the personality or

enduring characteristics of the person. Congruent behavirs, on the other

hand,' may be atthipted to the disposition of the Arson. :,Several studies

provide at least partial support for this hypothesis.*Fbr example, Ttaux

andtmswiller (1974) found that success by

masculine task was attributed to ability,

same task was attribdted to"luck.',(See also

1974; Hamilton, 1979; Kulik, Note 1).

Thus, we argue that informatIon that is

a male. ..on a stereoqpieally,

but success by:sa female on'. the

Peldman-Sumiers° and laesier,

incongruent with an impression

-
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may be .explained as caused by situational forces: The addiVianal

processing that goes into generating this attribution may make the

incongruent item easier to recall, yet limit the impact of the item'on

subsequent. judgments. That is, causal attributions.'for incongruent/

behavior, not recall for the behavior, may account for the impact of

behavior on' impressions. By studylbg recall alone wa.may not learn very

muchabout,why stereotypes are resistant to change.
h

° To investigate this hypothesis,, we conducted an experiment replicating

most of the basic procedures bf Hastie and Kumaer's (1979) study. In our

experiment, however, all the inforthation subjects receiVed about the target

person was congruent or neutral'to the dmpreision,,with
/
.the. exception of

-/ /
/

,

one target item which was- either congruent on ,ncongruent with the

1 -/
impression and was attributed to either a situational or, dispositional

.4'
cause.

Uperiment 1

w.
.0

Subjects were 'told they were participating.in a study of'impression

formation. Subjects. were given a list of 5 traits charactristic of Jphn: 1
a G

;friyndly, goodnatured, cheerful, likeable, and pleasant. Subjects wrote

their impressions of John, then they saw..1j slides siescribing behaviors of

John. Twelve of thelbehaviors were friendly, four mere .neutral, and one

behavior--the target behavior-- was either congruent or incongruent with

friendly. The congruent behavior was, "He gave up his seat to an elderly

man on the subway." The incongruent behavior was "He cut in line in front

of 3 'people the bank." In addition, an explanation, attributing the .

behavior to dither a situational or dispositional cause, appearadc on the

1
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target slide. For the friendly behavior the situational attribution was,

"He di this because he was sitting in a seat legally reserved for the

elderly, an the dispos*tional attfAbution was, He did this because he is
'

courteous to others/ Foy; the .unfriendly behavior the situational

attiribution' was, He did this because he was paged for an emergency;" and

the didpositional .ttribution was "He,8idthis because pe didnftcare what ,

others thought.," The target slide was alWays the 8th slide. of the 17 shown.
. ,

After viewifii the slides, subjects again'wrobe thier impressions of

John, and rated him on 10 friendly and unfriendly traits. Then subjects.

were asked to write, down as many of .John's: behaviors as they Could
4/

remember. ' ,

. ,

_ . _
. / -

-,
The entire procedure was replicated-on a ditferent set of subjects

..
A.. -

using traits and'behaviors'related to unintellilgence. ,fn sum, we crossed,L \ s, I'
Congruence jcsingruent or incongruent) with Attribution (situational or

disPoeitional) in a lIetween-subjects deSign, replicated with two traits,

friendly and unintelligent.

.0 ,

Results

.° ,, 8. p -
All.ofLthe results I will discuss today showedf the, same pattern for

tiendlrand unintelligent traits. ,

-. ...,

-,

Recall. The major item nf interest is the proportion of subject4swho
- .

.., , ,
,

.recalled item s a function of -whether the' item was, congruent or
,

. .

incongruent, whether it was .4siven a'4 situational or dispositionil

)attribution. The results of this analysis are presented, in the first
.> A. \,,

.
.

.
`slide. Contrary to.our predictions; ehe incongruent it was most likely

to be recalled on1*'in'the'disposipional attribution conditions. In the
r

.

tr. Aff"?

4
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situational attribution conditions the target item was equally likely, to be

recalled when it was congruent or incongruent. .7, Thus, we replicated Hastie

and Kumar's finding of superior recall for incongruent behavior only when

the behavior was followed -by a diSpositiOnal, but not a situatippl,
, .

attribution.
.

Impressions. Whenwe looked at the impressiods ,that',subjects wrote
.

after learning about John's behavior's, it Was clear that some subjects

spontaneously mentioned the target'item in their impressions. For example,

one subject in the incongruent, dispositional attribution condition, wrote,

:It would be hard, after hearing about John's actions, not to

think he an overall nice guy. The one statement that hevIt in

front of lfbe people at the bank because he, did nbt dare what they

thought--left me confused. John appears to really care about people,

or at least he's putting on a good act. We all have a bad %day and

even the best people tend to lose their cool sometimes. However- -the

idea that he didnt Dare botied me. Overgll I'd feel my friend' John

was a really nice guy and forget about-the bank-scene.,-He seems to' be,

someone who would be, a genuine-friend and whqlakeS tiime to do, nice

things fbr others-. I feel that he is a pretty well rounded individual

who would probably be fun to be around." Subje9t.:02)I
1

* (P..
I

We wondered whether subjects were more likely to mention_ the target

item' in their impressions in particular experimental, conditions. Subjects .

t
were most likely to mention the target item when it was incongruent, and.

,followed by a dispositional attribution. Fifty .percent of the 'subjects in

this-condition mentioned the behavior, compared to 2 subjects in all of the

O

(

a 0
4
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other conditions combined. It is clear from' this analysis .that the

incongruent . item is on subject's minds when it is followed by a
, .

. aispositional attribution.
4

To examine the impact of the target item on impressions,, we had the

impressions coded for' friendliness. We predic ed that the impact of the

incongruent item bn impressions would depends on the attribution provided

for it. John should be seen as most friendly 'when the target item wAs

congruent with friendliness and given a dispositional attribution: He

should be seen as least friendly when the target item was incongruent with je

friendliness and given a disPdsitional attribution.' As you can see in the

next slide, our predietions were confirmed. The attribution provided for

John's behavior influenced ho\ it affected subjects' impressions of him.
4 4r 1.

..
Trait Ratingo. 'Subjects also ratedJohn-on 16 friendly and unfriendly

, . .-.

....,

traite. We predicted effects on the trait ratings similar to those we

obtained en the impressions. 'Again, the attribution provided for the4

. target item should influence how it affected the trait ratings. To our
.4

. r

suprise, the predicted interaction was nonsignificant.

Discussion

),

.
.

,

The pattern of results obtained on the'open-epded impressions was not

replicated on the, trait ratings, suggesting that .our manipulations: had only
, a

.

. k '`. 1,

. .

a weak effect on impressions of John. .0nee4planation for the failure to
. .

.

find effeCts on the ratings is ,that the target item was only .one of 17'
. .

items, anal-effects of the manipu lations on this ohe item may have. been',
.

a
11 4 .

I b
00-overwhelmed-by all the other.information

.

alreilable to,subjects. That is,
,

a---,
.- -

.

single behavior may have a big impact on our impressions of-a person when
..

),- we have little other information,+yet have only a small impact'when we know
.... .."

4
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a lot about them. To examine this hypothesis, we r4eated .0.Experiment

4
With one modification-- subjects saw only 8 slides depicting behaviors of

John.

Experiment 2

All subjects'saw the first 8,slides shown in Experiment 1,. The target
di

item was now the fifth slide shown. Again, it walweeither, congruent or

incongruent, and was followed-by e/thpr a dispositional or a situational

attribution.

9

Results

The pattern of results obtained on the recall measure anetheo-

open7pnded'impressions replicated those Obtained in Experiment '1.

Trait Ratings. In Experiment 2 we hypotheiized that with fewer

behaviors, the.targpt item would have an impact on the trait ,ratings.. As

you cap see in Figure 4, John was rated as most friendly in the congruent

-
dispositional attribution conditions, and least friendly in the incongruent

dispositional attribution conditions, as we predicted.

Discussion' .r

In Experiment 2, recall for the target item open-ended impressions,

and trait ratings all showed a similar pattern of results. The target item

was most likely to'be recalled and had the most impact on impressions, when

it was inengruent and followed by a dispositional attribution. Thus, the

type of attribution that subjects generate for incongruent behavior appears

to be an important determinant of both recall and impressions.
r-

This raises the question of how Our -subjects themselves would explain
.

Ob.
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the target item. previous 'research( suggests that incongruent behavior,

tends-to" be attributed to situational rather than dispositional causes.

Thus,' we have assumed that .our.'subjects are more likely to generate .

, situational attributions for the incongruent item, and dispositional

attributions for the congruent

conducted a third experiment..

item. To verify' this assumption, we

Experiment 1 ,

r

.eMMMW

In this experiment,- we replicated the general procedure of, Experiment__.

4
However, this time no attribution was provided for the target item.

After subjects had seen 'all 17 slides describing behavicirs of John, they

wrote their impression of him. After giving their impression, subjects

were.reminded dfthCe behavior on slide 8, And asked to rate "TA what'exthnt

did this happen because of the kind of person John and "To what extent

did this happen bedause of the situation or circumstance's John was in."

Results

We predicted that when the target behavior was congruent with the

initial impression subjects would rate the behavior as more dispositionally

than situationally. caused. When the behavior was incongruent with the

(
impredsion, it shoUld be'seen as more situationally than dispositionally

caused. As youcan see in Figure 5, oUr predictions were confirmed.

General Discussion
6

These studies demonstrfate that incongruent behavior has an advantage

in recall only whenthe behavior is attributed to dispositional causes.

When behavior is attributed to situational causes, incongruent,- nformation

is no more likely to be recalled.than congruent information. addition,

'

JO .
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our third 'experiment shows that subjects do preferAttuational attributions
.

for incongruent behavior an dispositional attributions foe congruent*

behavior. This suggests to us that superior recall of incongruent behavior

may be an ibfrequent occurrence outside the laboratory.' Instead, when

confronted with. a behavior that doesn't, tit their impressions or
.

stereotypes, people may search for a situational attribution 'for the

behavior., limiting its impact on the 'impression,, and decreasing the

likelihood it will be recalled.

These studies. suggest ,a resolution of the apparent contradiction

.......

between' superior recall for incongruent information,.
V
and the persistence of

=.- .-
.

.

,c,:-.-- .
.

stereotypes in-the face of information that doesn't.fit those stereotypes.
,

Stereotypes pay be difficult to change because when faced with an instance

of behavior that isconfirms our stereotypes, we try to explain away the

behavior as a product of special circu'bistances. The disconfirming behavior

becomes a special' case, not reltvant to our impression of the group as a
t

whole, and in 'all likelihood is forgotten. To understand the process of
1 ..

stereotype 'change, it nay be.tmore.important to focus on how jnforthation is .

.

explained and whether others think it provides geod'evidence that their

-stereotype was wrong, than'on whether the information was recalled,

ti

0

9
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FIGURE 1

to.

I.

PROBABILITY

OF FECALL

INOONGRUENT

or'
CONGRUENT,

1

'
ct..

-**

.

DISPOSR1ONk aritoktaut.
,

ATTRIBUTIQH:

PROBABILITY THAT TARGET 0134 IS RECALLED/ AS A FUNCTION OF WHETHER

'41-'11-1E ITEM. IS CONGRUENT OR INCONGRUENT WITH IMPRESSION/ AND CAUSAL

ATTRIBUTION PROVIDED FOR THE ITEM. F(1,91) = 5,03, P 4 .03.
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FIGURE 2-

4

2

osposnosx
; .

, 'SITUATIONAL

TTR6111164 .

PROPORTION OF SUBJECTS WHO SPONTANEOUSLY.MENTIONED THE TARGET BEHAVIOR

IN. THEIR OPEN-ENDED IMPRESSION OF JOHN, CHI-SQUARE TilTS REVEALED A MAIN%

EFFECT OF CONGRUENCE (X2 (1) =.906,.0'4 .003) AND Alva EFFECT OF

ATTRIBUTION-(X2 (1) = 15.1$, P 4 .0001).
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. FIGURE

ti

FRIENDLINESS 12

RATINGS .

1 1

,

10 -
/

01

r -

CONGRUENT

1'

DePbewxygi, SMATIONAk

car

ATTRIBUTION
IIIMPRESSIONSOF JOHN AS A FUNCTION OF WHETHER TARGET ITEM WS CONGRUENT

OR INCONGRUENT WITH INITIAL IMPRESSION, AND 'CAUSAL ATTRIBUTION PROVIDED

FOR THE ITEM, HIGHER NUMBERS INDICATE THAT JOHN WAS MORE FRIENDLY.

F FOR 2-WAY INTERACTION. = 11.04, P .0014,
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RATINGS ON FRIENDLY UNFRIENDLY TRAITS AS A.FUNCTION OF WHETHER

THE TARGET ITEM WAS CONGRUENT OR INCONGRUENT, CAUSAL ATTIRBUTION

PROVIDED,
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FIGURE 5

EXTENT

OF CAUSE

s

EXPERIMENT 3

0

;7

ISPDTLOrJi L-

INCONGRUEN11

TARGET ITEM;

. 'EXTENT TO WHICH BEHAVIOR RESULTED FROM DISPOSITIONAL AND SITUATIONAL .

CAUSES, AS A FUNCTIbN OF WHETHER THE BEHAWOR IS CONGRUENT OR.

INCONGRUENT WITH IMPRESSION, F (1,79) P' < .0001,


